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Whaf'sNews
Salt, Anyone?
Large, red drums labelled "salt" have
appeared at various locations near both
hospital sites and more are on the way.
Gerry Kresge, director, Security, says
the drums contain ice-melting materials
and he encourages employees to freely
use contents for icy spots. The supply is
a result of employee concerns about ice
patches last winter that made driving and
walking hazardous near the sites.
He adds that while the drums say
"salt", the chemicals are actually special
materials that are both environmentally
safe and will not damage pavement.

Spring Bazaar
The Employee Activities Committee's
annual Spring Bazaar will be held in the
lobby of LVHC site on Thursday, April 9
and Friday, April 1O. Employees wishing
to sell handcrafted items at the bazaar
should contact Sharon Bartz at ext. 8480.
Space is limited and participants will be
accepted on a first-come, first-served basis.

HHP Participants
As of Jan. 1, three physicians are no
longer participants in the HealthEast
Health Plan. They are Theodore W.

Continued on Page 2

As JCAHO Continues To Evolve

Hospital Participates In New
Standards Development
One of the more complicated
issues in healthcare is assessing
quality not just whether
everyone's properly licensed, that
paperwork is done properly, that
equipment is up to date or that
policies and procedures are current and in place.

The hospitals, of all sizes, are
involved in various locations.
TAH-LVHC will test trauma, oncology and cardiovascular indicators. Participation in medication
usage and infection control indicator beta testing, which are much
more complicated, is tentative.

All of that is fine ...but is the patient receiving quality care?

Over the next two years, the
project involves the transmission
of data, most of which is already
collected, on a regular basis to
JCAHO.
"Our participation in this initiative underscores our commitment
to the continuous improvement of
quality patient care," says Samuel
R. Huston, president and CEO.
"We are pleased by this selection
because it is an opportunity to affect the development of objective
quality indicators that will be used
in the future by all JCAHO-accredited hospitals."

The organization that's the recognized standards agency for hospitals, the Joint Commission on
Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations (JCAHO), is turning its
attention to developing a system to
stimulate continuous improvement in the quality of patient care.
TAH-LVHC,
which recently
underwent its own successful periodic on-site survey by JCAHO,
is one of 400 hospitals nationwide
chosen to participate in what's
called "Beta Testing." The specific purpose of beta testing is to
identify the capacity and capability of hospitals and JCAHO to collect data to monitor performance.

A The Allentown
V Hospitallehigh Valley
Hospital Center
A HealthEast Hospital

I

Barbara Salvadore, assistant to
the COO and chair of the multidisciplinary Beta Test Task Force

Continued on Page 8
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Eastland, MD, and James R. Gifford,
MD, both of Emmaus Medical Associates, and Mark D. Rader, MD. That
means that HHP will reimburse only
65 percent of the fee schedule for office visits, after the deductible has
been met. Additionally, HHP will
only reimburse 75 percent of the fee
schedule for inpatient visits.
Those with questions about the
changes should contact Gerrianne
Keiser (LVHC), ext. 8839; Maryjane
Zanders (TAH), ext. 2930; or Leilani
Souders (Community Health Services), ext. 8807.

Pat On The Back
The nursing staff on 5T won recent
applause from Darlene Matthias, RN,
head nurse. Matthias says several recent cases were particularly challenging, and had the best possible outcomes as a consequence of day-to-day
efforts on the part of members of the
staff. She says the situations reminded
her of the" great job they do, not only
with these patients, but with each patient, every day."
•• CheckUp is a biweekly publication of the Public Relations Department of HealthEast, Inc. / The
Allentown Hospital-Lehigh Valley Hospital Center. To submit an
article or for additional information, call ext. 3007.
Our Quality Policy
Our commitment is to quality in
everything we do. This can only be
achieved if we provide services
that conform to clearly understood
requirements. We are dedicated to
continuous improvement in our
work processes. Our approach is
based on "Prevention" and the
concept of "Do it right the first
time."
Equal Opportunity Employer
M/F/HIV
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Jean Strong, RN, and her niece, Patricia Capers, review the latest revision of a
bulletin board project in the Emergency Department at TAH site. Strong works
the 11-7 shift and credits co-workers and the Poison Center for project support.
Most of the work on the bulletin board, which presents seasonal safety information especially oriented to children, is done in the early hours of the morning
when there's a lull in the hectic pace of Emergency. During the day, Strong is
active in a wide variety of church activities, including service as associate minister at the Second Baptist Church, Bethlehem. (Photo by Scott Dornblaser)

Better Service, Better Bottom Line
Results From POPS Mail Delivery Idea
The Physician Office Practice Support crew in Medical Affairs serves as a liaison between the hospital and the 700-plus members of the medical staff - but
it also finds ways to save the hospital substantial amounts of money.
Joseph Pilla, POPS representative, responded to an inquiry about lab specimen shipping that mushroomed into a pilot courier service program. Physicians
are delighted with service, and TAH-LVHC's postage bill is down by at least
$18,000 a year.
He explains that before the program began, HealthEast Laboratories had a
courier on call to pick up lab specimens from physician offices near both hospital sites. Lab reports, as well as medical records and other mail to physicians,
were sent through the US Postal Service. In the meantime, courier service was
already making delivery runs to many of the same buildings.
Pilla organized an arrangement between the mailrooms and Security to make
a few extra stops that gave physicians much faster delivery service. It also meant
substantial amounts of postage were no longer needed. Medical offices served
by the project include 1210, 1230, 1251, 1259 and 1275 Cedar Crest Blvd. and
400 and 401 17th Street.
The program also established regular pickup times for lab specimens and
served to make use of hospital labs more convenient for physicians than other
laboratory services.
Jan. 24. 1992
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HRD Events Include Wildemess Medicine Symposium
The next hospital orientation will
begin at 8 am. Monday, Feb. 3 atTAR
site auditorium, and an optional tour
of both sites will be held Feb. 5 beginning at 1 p.m. at TAH site and 2:30
p.m. at LVHC site.
CPR recertification will be held in
the 24-hour period beginning at 10
a.m. Wednesday, Jan. 29 in the Nursing Learning Laboratory, General Services Building, LVHC site.
CPR certification, for which preregistration is required by calling ext.
2430, will be held in two parts, and attendance is required for both. Part I
will be held Friday, March 6 from 9
a.m. to noon and Part IIwill be held
Tuesday, March 10 from 9 a.m. to
noon, both in Room 900, SON, TAH
site.
Coming programs in the Regional
Symposium Series include the Wilderness Medicine Symposium on
Saturday, Feb. 22 from 7:45 a.m. to
4:50 p.m. in LVHC site auditorium.

An optional dinner begins at 6 p.m. at
Cetronia Fire Company Social Hall,
Allentown followed by a presentation
on the 1991 American Everest Expedition by Michael Sinclair, MD.
There is a $15 fee for the dinner for
employees, but no charge for the symposium.
Detection and Management
of
Fetal Anomalies will be presented
Tuesday, March 5 from 7:30 a.m. to
3:15 p.m. at LVHC site auditorium.
Faculty includes Marie Evans, MD,
Hutzel Hospital, Detroit, Mich.; and
Tony Johnson, DO; Karen NyiIjesy,
CRNP; and Ron Wapner, MO, all of
Thomas Jefferson University Hospital, Philadelphia. Fee for employees is
$25.
Additional information and registration for the symposium series,
sponsored by the Dorothy Rider Pool
Health Care Trust, is through Human
Resource Development.

And What's E.S.P.?
The eat's out of the bag on the
mystery of E.S.P.
Nancy
~ickford, education/safety coordinator, Clinical Laboratories, reveals that it stands for Employee
Safety Program, which refers to a
new safety training program organized by the Mandatory Education Task Force.
For all hospital employees,
presentations will begin soon and
cover back injury prevention,
electrical safety, emergency preparedness, fire safety, hazard
communication, infection control
and other safety topics.
To call attention to the project,
a contest offered fire extinguishers as prizes.
Winners were
Gloria Hamm, RN, Burn Center
and Joyce Najarian, RN, clinical
instructor, Nursing Education.
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Campaign Valentine
To Assist Homeless
The Community Outreach Subcommittee of Professional Nurse
Council will collect cooking utensils
for clients of the Lehigh Valley's
homeless programs. Boxes forcollection will be placed in each of the cafeteria areas, and collection will take
place only during the period of Feb. 10
through Feb. 14.
The drive is part of the Samaritan
program of the Lehigh Valley Coalition on Affordable Housing and directly serves the homeless. Agencies
that benefit include Easton Area
YWCA, Easton Area Neighborhood
Center, Safe Harbor Easton, New
Bethany Ministries, Center City Ministries, Turning Point of the Lehigh
Valley, Allentown Salvation Anny,
Allentown Rescue Mission, Sixth
Street Shelter{furner Street Apartments, Lehigh County Housing Case
Management Programs and Allentown School District At-Risk Student
Program.

Credit Union
Interest Rates

New Cars
New Cars
New Cars
Used Cars
Home Equity
Home Equity
Home Equity
Personal
Personal

3 years, 5 percent down
4 years, 10 percent down
5 years, 20 percent down
3 years maximum
3 Years
5 Years
10 years
25 percent of shares
10 percent of shares

8.9%
9.9%
10.9%
12.3%
9.9%
10.9%
11.9%
12.9%
13.9%

Dividends

$1.00 to $1,000.00, 4.10 percent; $1,000.01 to $10,000.00, 4.20 percent.
Over $10,000.01,4.35 percent. Christmas Dub, 4.50 percent. Vacation Dub,
5.00 percent. Dividends are computed daily and posted to accounts on the
last day of the month.
Business Hours

LVHC Site - Mondays, Tuesdays, Wednesdays, Fridays, 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.,
Thursdays, 3 to 5:30 p.m. Phone: 776-8404. TAH Sit~ - Room 3900,
School of Nursing. Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday and Fnday, 11 a.m. to 1
p.m.; Thursdays, 1 to 4 p.m. Phone: 778-9499.
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Hot Off The Grill------------.
Good Healthy Food (And The Real Stuff) Notes And Comments From The Cafeteria
There's nothing quite like good
healthy food when it's done right,
and TAR site cafeteria staffhas been
winning applause for recent presentations of fish, veal, broccoli and
cheese strudel, fruit juices and salad
offerings.
Food Service, always ready to savor a compliment, notes that the executive chef has developed a new
menu that includes a variety of seafood entrees and the very popular
broccoli and cheese strudel.
Comments from other TAH site
patrons, however, were summed up
with one suggestion: "We want the
good stuff -like
hot dogs, hamburgers, wing dings ..." And how
about pizza, everyday, too? Dave
Smulowitz, associate director, says
chicken wings are on the new cafeteria menu, and the cafeteria is getting a roller grill to serve up dogs
"and sausages. Pizza's a problem because of physical space and production limitations, but it's promised
more often.

Brown Sugar And Raisins
And how about some brown
sugar and raisins for that oatmeal?
No problem; it's supposed to be
available this month.
A request for grapefruit juice got
that on the menu offering, but it's an
uphill fight for bread pudding. The
pudding wasn't a hot seller, but
Smulowitz will put in a word for it
to the cold production staff.
In response to another inquiry,
Smulowitz says it's tough to offer a
better selection of fruit in the winter
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because it's a seasonal sort of thing.
Moving along to the salad bar,
Smulowitz responded to a Hotline
question concerning freshness of offerings by urging patrons who see
something that looks a little too ripe
to speak to the cafeteria manager or
himself as soon as possible to have
it corrected.

Ah, Pepper Parmesan
There were cheers for Pepper
Parmesan dressing, which will be
included in the regular rotation as
often as possible, and recipes for
chicken and tuna salad will be reviewed to see what can be done
about mayonnaise content. A request for pita bread got it onto the
salad bar, and the inevitable request
for more and varied dressings and
toppings was answered with a
pledge to keep the rotation going.

Are portions too small and prices
too high for institutional food? That
depends on that fuzzy thing called
"perceived value."
Reviews of
prices and portion sizes are constant
in the cafeteria because it's working
on a non-profit basis and seeks only
to cover costs. Meanwhile, the price
of food products goes up and down.
Food Service has a sophisticated
formula to figure its prices and it
gets fairly detailed (like 25 cents for
coffee if you fill your mug or 30
cents if you get a cup off the stack).

Smile Anyway

Split pea soup is enjoyed by
some ... but every weekend? The
suggestion prompted additions to
the menu.

Service issues that patrons comment about include long lines at
cash registers, where staffing is being reviewed during peak periods to
figure out the best way to speed
things up. And even if customers
are on the grumpy side, they still
expect a cheerful smile from those
who work the cafeteria. Friendly
service, Smulowitz says, is important and employees with complaints
should contact him at ext. 2938.

As part of plans for healthy diet
information, chicken breast instead
of legs is under study, and nutritional information posting is being
worked on. Frozen yogurt buffs
will find data on that product available at the yogurt topping counter.

Now, about the quality of those
straws: patrons observe that one out
of three appears defective. The concern hasn't been lost on food service
personnel. The supplier has been
contacted to take corrective action
with the manufacturer.

What do you do if that tomato
is just a bit, shaJJwe say, ripe?
Or if you get a bum straw?
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Dan Reph hoists a mighty load in
competition - but he puts his ability
at lifting over 600 pounds behind
lifting a message to all athletes: stay
off drugs, especially steroids. Reph
works at TAlI site storeroom and
works out at Freds Gym in Allentown. He is also a reigning national
champion in the sport of power lifting.

National Champ's Message:
Work Hard, Reject Drugs
While most people look for ways to
avoid lifting heavy loads, some do it
just for fun - and then some. Dan
Reph, an employee who works at
TAH site storeroom, regularly tangles
with lifts of over 600 pounds.
Reph is nearly 50 years old and a
reigning national powerlifting champion. He competes in both the 275 lb.
and super heavyweight classes. But
Reph has a more important message
when it comes to weightlifting or any
other athletic endeavor: "Do it without
drugs!"
He competes in the master's division of the American Drug Free Powerlifting Association (ADFPA), which
absolutely bans the use of steroids, a
drug that's unhappily all too common
in sports even as
early as junior high
"I've seen
school.
And he also disold woman
misses the stereotype of the powerover
lifter: the big hulk
who grabs a thick
bar, grunts, yowls, and hoists. "I've
seen a 75-year-old woman 'dead lift'
over 250 pounds," he says of a physical conditioning hobby that attracts an
amazing array of men and women of
all ages and sizes.

250
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Competitive powerlifting is a commost at home.
plex sport in which the pure amateur
In 1990, Reph miscalculated and
is king. Judging is not only on the
tore the bicep of his left arm combasis of the amount of weight conpletely away from the bone. It was
trolled in three separate events, but on
surgically corrected on July 5 in a proform, too. Reph explains that squat
cedure that involved drilling a hole in
lifts involve pickthe bone to reattach
ing weights off a
tendon. And just
"There's a lot of pain the
rack and, once
four months later he
they're onto the involved, but you get
posted lifts of over
shoulders,
drop500 pounds in naa real high from
ping down into a
tional competition.
squatting position
His therapy was
a good workout."
and coming back
simple: as soon as
up in a very spethe cast was off, he
cific way. Bench pressing is done
had a 45 pound bar in his hands and
while laying on one's back and lowergot back in shape.
ing weights until they just barely
Now in quest of an international
touch the chest. One demonstrates
championship, Reph began powercontrol
until a
lifting simply because poor diet habits
judge allows one to
and lack of exercise left him unhappy
a 75-year- lift away. Weights with the shape he was in. "Lifting
begin on the floor
you feel good," he remarks.
\dead lift' in dead-lifting and makes
"There's a lot of pain involved, but
must be hoisted
you get a real high from a good workpounds"
until the lifter is in
out."
an upright posiThe place to work out, he says, is
tion.
Fred's Gym inAllentown, where powTo win the national championship,
erlifters are welcome and steroids are
Reph squat lifted 625 pounds, bench
banned. He found a wide array of enpressed 350 pounds and deadlifted
thusiastic weight lifters, and relishes
610. To win it, he had to come back
Continued on Page 7
from an injury that would have left
Jan. 24, 1992
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The Hotline
Budget Reduction, New Identity, Quality ProgramsWhat's Going On Here?
Several Hotline inquiries focused

identity (or style, or personality) over
the years, and the challenge was to
reach a consensus to go with the single
quality improvement program and
institution. The value of an outside
the cost of a consultant, asks one, "to
form a new name, which is already
consultant is that there's a firm that has
confusing to the public (we have three
no ties to any point of view. It objectively did surveys to measure the renames now)?"
Budget reduction, quality programs
quirements of the public and provided
counsel to the Board of Trustees to find
and retention of a consultant for a
name and other identity matters are not
a common theme that will set the tone
directly related, but all are important.
for many years to come.
On the subject of identity, part of the
Remember, whether you call it
HEI/fAH-LVHC
or Lehigh Valley
answer is found in your question " ...already confusing to the public." It
Hospital, it is the largest healthcare institution in Pennsylvania and one of
may be helpful to put it in this perspecthe region's most important healthcare
tive: when the courts dissolved the cororganizations - so identity is not to be
porate structure of Allentown and Sataken lightly. Thus, the leadership
cred Heart Hospital Center (ASHHC),
sought to "do it right the first time."
there was concern that it might touch
On the subject of budget reduction,
off proliferation of hospitals and all the
the hospital is responding to the deinefficiencies and duplications that
mand from the public that healthcare
would result. So a new "parent" comcosts be contained.
pany (HealthEast, Inc.) was formed
Two distinct isthrough a court order
with the intent of keepsues are involved
First, the days
ing The Allentown
The challenge a" here.
of compounding inHospital and Lehigh
efficiencies
and
Valley Hospital Center
hospITalsface
passing the bill
affiliated. LVHC, of
isto provide
along to health incourse, got its name
when Sacred Heart desurance companies
excellent care
parted from the organiare long gone. Qualat a price the
zation.
ity programs, such
as ours, are designed
H ealthEast created
public
can
afford
a single hospital that
to create environments in which imhappens to be located
to pay.
provements address
on two sites. Now we
both quality and cost
had TAH-LVHC,
of care. In short, the challenge all hosand identity confusion continued.
With its task accomplished, Healthpitals face is to provide excellent care
to all at a price the public can afford to
East was merged into the same strucpay. The altemative, of perhaps govture, creating "HealthEast Inc./fhe
Allentown Hospital-Lehigh
Valley
ernmental intervention, is far less deHospital Center," a mouthful by any
sirable.
definition.
Second, healthcare is changing.
But merging isn't a matter of just a
What was standard five years ago is
now obsolete, especially in terms of
name. Each part had developed an
on budget reduction, the cost of the
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diagnosis and procedures. The "customer" demands better outcomes from
shorter and shorter lengths of stay. If
we fail to meet the requirements of our
"customers," others will surely fill the
void. The alternative is that the hospital would enter a state of decline.
Improving operations throughout
the entire institution will not only be
responsive to the community but also
protect the stability of the organization
itself.
The mandate from the Board of
Trustees to reduce our expenses was
discussed in some detail by senior
management at the annual inservices
for all employees during 30 meetings
in the month of October. Since more
than half of the hospital's expenses relate to labor cost, reduction efforts are
focusing on not filling vacant positions
and redeploying resources through reassigning people to areas of high
workload. Other savings are expected
through more efficient use of supplies
and pharmaceuticals.
The positions of direct care givers
will not be reduced. It is our objective
that by the end of the current fiscal year
(June 30) we will have achieved a reduction of $4 million from our expense
base of more than $250 million. That
is a decrease of 2 percent in this phase
of a multi-year quality improvement
program. With the collaboration of
technical assistants who have helped
similar institutions, subsequent savings can be expected from a systematic
operations improvement program to
improve service and reduce expense
over the next two years.
If you've got a question, call The
Hotline at ext. 2999 and leave a recorded inquiry. Be sure to indicate
your site; it sometimes helps in obtaining a response.
Checkup

Power/iffer:

Avoid Drugs

Not all stories have a happy ending. Thefirst NICU patient to receive a commemorative Christmas quiltfrom Barbara Werner, RN, was Donnie Barber,
whose parents, Don and Valerie Barber, look on. Donnie died several hours
after this photo was taken. The photo is printed here at the request of the parents. Another patient, who needed special facilities at home to be discharged, also received a quilt, and a helping hand from Barber in memory
of his own son.

A Very Special Gift
ToCelebrate, ToRemember:
Mementos From A Nurse
~

After the home of Barbara Werner, RN, BSN, staff nurse, NICV, was
destroyed by fire after a lightning strike earlier this year, many friends
helped rebuild.
So, shortly after her family moved into a rebuilt home, she decided it
was time to "give something back." For the past two years, she's made
Christmas stockings for each of the tiny NICV patients. This year, it had to
be something more.
"I thought that on Christmas Eve, Jesus would have been glad for a blanket," she says.
And that's why she made 24 quilts, distributed to the families of patients
on Dec. 24 - to be a first and meaningful memento.
Werner estimates she spent about three hours on each tiny quilt, crafted
in the Log Cabin style, beginning in September. The night shift nurse says
she was inspired by her mother, Martha De'Iurk, an avid quilter.
''They're pint-sized quilts for pint-sized kids," she says.
The first to receive his quilt was Donnie Barber, son of Don and Valerie
Barber of Allentown. Werner knows that not all of the children will live to
see a second Christmas, but believes the quilt, in its saddest sense, will serve
as a remembrance. Donnie was among those who will not be forgotten.

CheckUp
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Continuedfrom Page 5
the camaraderie of the group - even
when competing against each other.
Because of the risk of injury, especially to the back, the rule is always to
develop form first and then start adding weight.
Steroids, he says, may be commonly used but really don't provide
much of an edge. World powerlifiing
records between a powerlifter who
uses steroids and one who does not are
insignificant. ''The long-term health
risk of steroids just isn't worth it," is
his warning, especially to youngsters.
Powerlifting is a popular endeavor
among teenagers, and Reph encourages them to go to Fred's Gym, where
the atmosphere is toward responsibility.
But it is by no means a young
person's or a big person's sport.
Among the most senior lifters is an 84year-old man who competes in national events. Reph competes in the
masters division, 40 years old and
above. Still, he holds both national
and state records and is saving up for
a "once-in-a-lifetime" trip to international competition in England.
Other than individual satisfaction,
there are no financial rewards. It is a
sport without sponsors or endorsements. For the national championship, Reph got only a medallion.
"But," he says, "it was a very nice
medallion - and I won it drug-free!"

Congratulations
Jill Gambler, nurse technician, 5T,
married Scott Leone on Oct. 26. The
couple honeymooned in Florida and
will reside in Lion Station.
Frank R. Deeney, operations manager, General Services, and his wife,
Joanne, welcomed a son, Patrick, born
in October.
Tracey Chuss, RN, BSN, staff
nurse, 5C, married Dean Silfies on
Jan. 11.
Page 7

Standards
Development
Continued from Page 1
Committee, says the hospital's
participation in the project is of
value in staying abreast of continually evolving JCAHO standards and to have had a hand in
shaping the indicators which hospitals will use nationwide.
Eventually, it is intended,
TAH-LVHC will be able to be
fairly compared to institutions of
similar size and acuity across the
nation.
William Frailey, MD, vice
president, Medical Affairs, says
thatwhileTAH-LVHCcancompare one year to the next in terms
of quality of care, no real mechanism exists to measure quality of
care nationwide.
"It's nice to be selected," he
says, "to have input in developing
standards." JCAHO, he adds, is
approaching the issue in the right
way because it's interested in finding a workable system to achieve
the goal.
The real winner, though, will be
.the hospital patient because of the
shift of emphasis away from policies, procedures and technology
and toward application of those
policies, procedures and technology to positive outcomes.
In turn, hospitals may see a
change in the accreditation process, which would be ongoing
evaluation rather than only on-si te
periodic visits. Salvadore says the
data would be moved electronically to JCAHO on a regular basis.
TAH-LVHC
was the only
hospital in the Lehigh Valley chosen to participate in the project,
and Salvadore says it hopes to be
among 40 hospitals in the country
eventually selected for reliability
and validity testing.
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J .ackie Wehr, secretary, Human Resources, gets a congratulatory handshake from
Samuel R. Huston, president and CEO, at a receptionfor employees who received
five-year service pins. Looking on is Keith Strawn, manager, Employee Information Services. Both Huston and Strawn also receivedfive-year pins. (Photo
by Jack Dittbrenner)
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Easy Things You Can Do
To Improve Hospital Security

Because a hospital is an open and trusting place, says Gerry
Kresge, director, Security, it's a fertile ground for loss through theft.
It is, Kresge says, impossible to "put a cop on every comer," even though
there is more security in the hospital than is found on city streets around it.
He adds that TAH site is in an urban area and LVHC site is on an interstate
corridor. Studies that show crime is higher in those areas.
What can employees do? Kresge says that most theft can be prevented
with some simple precautions:
«Lock your car. This won't foil professional burglars, but it will discourage the casual car thief.
- Store your valuables in a locker, and lock it. Security provides free combination locks for employee lockers upon request. Don't store valuables or
cash in desk drawers. Protect patient valuables as if they were your own:
under lock and key.
- Challenge people who don't belong in unauthorized areas. A simple
"May I help you?" is sufficient.
-If you see something suspicious, get toa phone and report it right away.
- Protect hospital equipment. If you leave your office, lock it. Don't leave
equipment unattended - people succumb to temptation in just seconds.
- Protect yourself, especially if you're carrying valuables. If you want or
need an escort, contact Security through ext. 8999. Escort service is a priority with the department.
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A PUBUCATION OF TIlE HEALlHEAST TRUST FUND

JANUARY!FEBRUARY 1992

FUNDamental Facts
The HealthEast Trust Fund was established in 1985 to serve as the philanthropic arm for The Allentown Hospital-Lehigh Valley Hospital Center. The
Trust Fund's primary focus has been to
acquire major gifts of endowment for
specifically designated programs or
clinical areas of the hospital. Working
closely with Trust Fund Chairman,
Alfred E. Douglass III, the Trustees and
President and CEO, Samuel R. Huston,
the Trust Fund has acquired outright
gifts of cash for immediate expenditure,
as well as gift commitments for the future. Although not all of the cash is "inhand, the following is a reflection of
the fund-raising efforts that have been
made in support of our hospital- our
legacy for insuring superior quality
healthcare for future generations.
The Trust Fund has been successful
in its fund-raising efforts. During the
first half of FY 91 (July, 1991 through
December, 1991) the Trust Fund has accumulated $6,816,904 in gifts or gift
commitments, bringing the cumulative
total of gifts since the Trust Fund's inception (July, 1985 through December,
1991) to $34,378,739.
It is important to note, too, that 100%
of every gift is used for the purpose it
n

is intended - administrative costs are
paid out of the hospital's operating
budget, not from philanthropic dollars
raised. The success of the HealthEast
Trust Fund can also be measured by
the cost of operating the fund-raising

office relative to the amount of money
raised, which, after the first two start-up
years, has either met or well exceeded
the accepted standards of cost to expense ratios for a well-seasoned fundraising organization.

Gifts/Gift Commitments
vs. Operating Budget
Gifts: $452.000
Budget: $207.000

1985-86

• Gifts/Gift Commitments
Operating Budget

o

Gifts: $995.000
Budget: $269.000

1986-87

Gifts: $6.100.000
Budget: $374.000

1987-88
1988-89
1989-90
1990-91

o

2000

4000

6000

8000

10000

12000

14000

Gifts/Commitments (Thousands of Dollars)

Donor Relations' Corner
"So many paths that wind and
wind while just the art of being
kind is all the sad world needs." Ella Wheeler Wilcox
Philanthropy in the form of annual
gifts and/or endowment helps to insure
the future of the hospital and healthcare programs and can play a role in
sustaining and maintaining our quality
of care.
There are many ways to give, to create a permanent legacy and benefit a
particular healthcare program. The following are ways that individual donors
have chosen to contribute to the hospi-
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tal and make a difference in the lives of
others. Let me share with you two examples of giving.
• A member of the hospital board
happened to speak to a nurse in the
Burn Unit and was told that the children who spend time in the burn unit
are often children whose parents are
working and therefore receive few visitors. The unit's budget did not allow for
purchase of extra toys to keep these
children occupied so the nurses took
up a collection of their own to buy
toys. When the donor heard of this, he
established a Burn Unit Toy Fund so

that the Burn Unit would have extra
funds available for this purpose.
• A donor was admitted to the hospital for an operation. After returning
to her room following the operation,
she was told that the piece of equipment that would make her move from
the litter onto her bed more comfortable was not immediately available. As
a result of this experience, and after her
discharge from the hospital, she contacted the HealthEast Trust Fund and
immediately sent funds to that department so they were able to purchase
another "smooth mover".

Creative Giving: Insurance Gifts
The HealthEast Trust Fund is somewhat non-traditional in the manner in
which individuals are asked to make a
contribution. For example, most people
immediately think of cash gifts when
they are asked to support a special
group or cause. Here at the Trust Fund,
we realize that most individuals would
probably love to be a major contributor; however, we also realize that outright gifts of cash may not always be
possible. That's where our creativity
comes into play! There are basically
four unique and relatively painless
ways any individual can make a gift in
support of our hospital - cash gifts,
life insurance, gift annuities and estate

plans. Establishing a permanent endowed fund with life insurance can be
accomplished in either of the following
two ways:
• Contributing old or existing
policies that are no longer needed
because the protection that it once
provided is not as critical as it had
been in the past. Once the transfer is
made, the Trust Fund uses the proceeds of the policy to establish the
individual's permanent endowment.
The donor receives a tax deduction
for the cash value of the policy and
is recognized as a major contributor
to the hospital.
• Purchasing new life insurance

Physician Recognition Dinner
The first Physician Recognition Dinner will be held on March 28, 1992, to
honor the TAH-LVHC Medical Staff. About 100 physicians will be recognized in the following three categories:
• 50 or more years of service on The Allentown Hospital, Lehigh Valley
Hospital Center or combined Medical Staff
• 25-49 years of service on The Allentown Hospital, Lehigh Valley Hospital Center or combined Medical Staff
• Past medical staff presidents of The Allentown Hospital, Lehigh Valley
Hospital Center or combined Medical Staff. The event will be held at the
Holiday Inn Conference Center in Fogelsville, with Father Daniel Gambet
serving as the Master of Ceremonies.

Grant Central
On a quarterly basis, a list of grant opportunities will be published. The
Development Office offers the following support services:
• Establish a working relationship with the grantor, to essentially facilitate the
grant review and approval
• Offer tips on producing a winning proposal.
• If requested, provide editorial support for writing a grant.
• Serve as a resource for other grant opportunities not highlighted in quarterly
publication.
COPPERWELDFOUNDATION: Pittsburgh, PA Funding Areas - The foundation supports community development, cultural, social and health service programs. It will consider requests that benefit health service programs and other
charitable endeavors. Submission Date - To be considered at the June meeting,
proposals must be received by May 15.
LEHIGH PORTLAND CEMENTCOMPANYCHARITABLETRUST: Allentown,
PA Funding Areas - Grant requests in any form may be submitted at any time.
Most grants awarded in corporate operating locations. Submission Date - No
restriction
THE 1957 CHARIlY TRUST: Blue Bell, PA Funding Areas - Emphasis on
human services, education, hospitals and health associations. Submission Date May 15 and September 15
For additional information about these and other grant opportunities, please
contact Susan Rigo, Director of Endowed Gift Development, 821-3032.
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...And for a relatively
small amount of
money, the donor is
recognized as a
major contributor ...
by making gifts (either annually or
through payroll deductions) to the
Trust Fund equal to the amount of
the annual premium of an insurance
policy. All of the annual premiums
are tax deductible, and for a relatively small amount of money, the
donor is recognized as a major contributor to the hospital.
In every instance, the contributor
names the fund (usually using the family name), decides how the monies
should be spent, and selects who
within the hospital family is authorized
to spend the monies available for expenditure each year. Look for other creative ways individuals have been making gifts in support of their favorite hospital program in the next issue of
Legacy! Remember - a gift is like a
stone cast into the pool of time - the
ripple extends into eternity!
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